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Abstract

The factors associated with severity of the bicycle crashes may differ across different bicycle

crash patterns. Therefore, it is important to identify distinct bicycle crash patterns with homo-

geneous attributes. The current study aimed at identifying subgroups of bicycle crashes in

Italy and analyzing separately the different bicycle crash types. The present study focused

on bicycle crashes that occurred in Italy during the period between 2011 and 2013. We ana-

lyzed categorical indicators corresponding to the characteristics of infrastructure (road type,

road signage, and location type), road user (i.e., opponent vehicle and cyclist’s maneuver,

type of collision, age and gender of the cyclist), vehicle (type of opponent vehicle), and the

environmental and time period variables (time of the day, day of the week, season, pave-

ment condition, and weather). To identify homogenous subgroups of bicycle crashes, we

used latent class analysis. Using latent class analysis, the bicycle crash data set was seg-

mented into 19 classes, which represents 19 different bicycle crash types. Logistic regres-

sion analysis was used to identify the association between class membership and severity

of the bicycle crashes. Finally, association rules were conducted for each of the latent clas-

ses to uncover the factors associated with an increased likelihood of severity. Association

rules highlighted different crash characteristics associated with an increased likelihood of

severity for each of the 19 bicycle crash types.

Introduction

In Europe, bicycle is the most frequently used mode of transport for 8% of people. In Italy, 6%

of people report that bicycle is the most frequently used mode of transport [1]. Cycling is con-

sidered a healthy [2–6] as well as an environmentally friendly mode of transportation [7–9].

For these reasons, the promotion of bicycle use has received an increasing interest among pol-

icy-makers. However, safety concerns associated with bicycle use constitute a possible barrier

to the wide-scale promotion of bicycle use [10, 11].

There is a growing interest in the literature in understanding the risk factors of bicycle

crashes to design and implement the most effective countermeasures to reduce the risk and
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the severity of bicycle crashes. According to a conceptual framework for road safety and mobil-

ity applied to cycling safety [11], bicycle crash is a function of three ‘safety pillars’: infrastruc-

ture, road user(s) and vehicle(s).

Infrastructure refers to road characteristics such as type of road section or location (rural vs.

urban). There is evidence that bicycle crashes are more likely in urban or arterial roads [12–16].

However, the severity of bicycle crashes is higher in rural roads than in urban roads [17–20]. A

greater risk of bicycle crashes has been found at intersection compared to other road sections

[12, 16, 21–24]. Furthermore, roundabouts have been found to increase the risk of bicycle

crashes [12, 25]. In terms of bicycle crash severity, bicycle crashes in straight sections are the

most severe [26, 27], while bicycle crashes occurring at signalized intersections are less severe

than those occurring elsewhere [28]. Finally, although most bicycle crashes tend to occur on dry

surfaces [29, 30], the presence of hazards on the road surface, such as sand, gravel, steepness,

road curves, uneven or wet surface, is likely to increase the risk of collision [31–33].

The category of road users refers to both road users’ characteristics (e.g., age and gender)

and their behavior (e.g., maneuvers, speed choice, violations). Among the most investigated

types of maneuvers or violations associated with bicycle crashes, we can mention not respect-

ing the traffic signals or failing to properly yield at an intersection by both the cyclist [16, 32–

39] and the driver of the opponent vehicle [16, 25, 32–38, 40–43]. In addition, gender and age

were found to influence the likelihood of being involved in crashes [33, 44]. Moreover, older

or male cyclists were more likely to sustain a fatal injury than younger or female cyclists,

respectively [18, 19, 23, 26, 28, 33, 41, 45–50].

The category of vehicle refers the characteristics of the vehicle itself. A higher risk of colli-

sion has been found to be associated with increasing levels of van, large automobile, and truck

traffic [25, 51]. Furthermore, the likelihood of fatal crash increases when a large vehicle (i.e.,

truck or bus) is the opponent vehicle in a bicycle crash [33, 47, 52]. Compared to cars, large

vehicles (i.e., truck or bus) have more blind spots and when a cyclist is in the blind spot of a

large vehicle a higher risk of collision is expected [29, 52].

In addition to these three safety pillars, the season and weather conditions may have an

influence on bicycle crashes [14, 29]. Also, there is evidence that most bicycle crashes occur in

urban areas, on weekdays, and during daylight [29, 30, 53]. However, bicycle crashes occurring

at day-time under good visibility tend to be less severe [26–28, 33, 47]. Also, the severity of

bicycle crashes has been associated with inclement weather [47] and foggy weather [27].

It is unclear, however, whether the magnitude of the effect of risk factors is different for

different conditions. For instance, the influence of a specific risk factor may be insignificant

when analyzing the whole bicycle crash data but, at the same time, it may be highly influential

for a specific type of bicycle crash. Indeed, bicycle crashes occur under different conditions

and bicycle crash data are highly heterogeneous in nature. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish

the typology of bicycle crashes to avoid making data heterogeneous. By taking into account the

systematic heterogeneity in bicycle crashes, researchers and practitioners can identify the most

appropriate safety countermeasures for different bicycle crash types occurred under different

conditions. To reduce heterogeneity, researchers focused on narrow bicycle crash characteris-

tics such as type of opponent vehicle [54] or type of location [55]. Although the findings of

these studies are important to identify the risk factors and the appropriate safety countermea-

sures by reducing heterogeneity, this approach does not guarantee that bicycle crashes data

comprise homogeneous groups of bicycle crashes.

One way to account for the heterogeneous nature of the data is to use a latent class cluster-

ing approach. Latent class analysis can segment the bicycle crash data into mutually exclusive

and exhaustive latent classes by assuming a latent categorical variable. The class memberships

of each bicycle crashes can be inferred from the observed variables.

Cyclist crashes in Italy: A latent class analysis
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The current study contributes to the literature on bicycle crashes by identifying the homog-

enous bicycle crash groups in Italy through a latent class clustering approach. A previous study

on cyclist–motorist crashes in Denmark suggests that a latent class clustering approach can be

useful for studying bicycle crashes [29]. Specifically, the researchers found 13 distinguishable

types of cyclist–motorist crashes. Several variables contributed to the identification of the

latent classes: motorized vehicle pre-crash maneuvers, availability of a cycle lane, speed limit,

number of lanes, infrastructure type, road surface conditions, cyclist intoxication, and helmet

wearing behavior. Based on the analysis of these 13 bicycle crash patterns, three types of safety

considerations were proposed. These safety considerations related to network design and con-

nectivity, road maintenance, and cyclist road behavior.

The present study

The current analysis focused on cyclist crashes that occurred in Italy during the period between

2011 and 2013. To identify reliable and relevant subgroups of bicycle crashes, we used latent class

analysis. Latent class analysis allows identification of categorical latent variables (called “latent

classes”) in categorical cross-sectional observations. Latent class analysis can be applied on poly-

tomous manifest variables such as the categorical indicators corresponding to the characteristics

of infrastructure, road user(s), vehicle(s), and the environmental and light conditions. Specifi-

cally, characteristics of infrastructure (road type, road signage, and location type), road user (i.e.,

opponent vehicle and cyclist’s maneuver, type of collision, age and gender of the cyclist), vehicle

(type of opponent vehicle), environmental and time period variables (time of the day, day of the

week, season, pavement condition, and weather) were employed in the analysis. Data concerning

cyclist injury severity were not included in latent class analysis because cyclist injury severity is

considered an outcome of the crash [29]. Rather, we investigated the relationship between differ-

ent latent classes and cyclist injury severity using logistic regression analysis. This analysis allows

for the identification of the most dangerous subgroups of bicycle crashes.

To identify the main factors that contribute to bicycle crash severity within each subgroup of

bicycle crashes, we used association rule algorithms for each one of the latent classes. To identify

factors associated with the severity of bicycle crashes, different types of analysis such as the general-

ized linear model of logistic regression, binary logit model, multinomial logit model, and mixed

logit model have been employed [56]. However, the use of regression models has clear shortcom-

ings because of the mass of complicated data on road accidents. Specifically, regression models

involve strong statistical assumptions rarely met in real accidents data. Moreover, regression models

may not satisfactorily (1) detect interaction that may occur in complex forms and (2) handle many

discrete variables or variables with a high number of categories. Association rules provide insight

and permits of easily investigate associations between any of the bicycle crash attributes. Further-

more, association rule algorithms can find patterns within a potentially large number of categorical

variables or variables with a high number of categories and, therefore, do not rely on different and

strong statistical assumptions (e.g., no outliers, linearity in modeling the relationship).

This manuscript presents an analysis of bicycle crashes based on a combination of latent

class analysis, logistic regression, and association rule algorithms. To our knowledge, this is the

first study in which this combination of latent class analysis and data mining approach has

been employed in literature on bicycle crashes.

Method

Data

The crash data we used to estimate the models were provided by the Italian National Institute

of Statistics (ISTAT). The ISTAT collects and provides with all road crashes gathered by the
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following different collaborating public institutions: The Italian Ministry of Transport and

Infrastructure, local Municipalities, National Police agencies, the Italian Automobile Club, as

well as the ISTAT.

The original database comprised 575,093 road accidents that took place from 2011 to 2013

in Italian roads. At the time of the study, 2013 was the most recent available ISTAT data.

Depending on Italian Highway Code, e-bikes (e.g., pedelecs) are legally classified as bicycles.

Therefore, in the present study, bicycles are considered as both human-powered bicycle and

electrically powered bicycle. Figs 1 and 2 display an example of each of these types of bicycles.

We chose a three-year period because we decided to have a trade-off between the need to have

a large sample size and the need to control for change in road regulation. Indeed, in 2010 (Law

L. 29/7/2010 n. 120) a new national traffic law was approved, with minor changes involving

also bicycle use. To narrow down the events to those pertinent for the current research, we

extracted the 49,621 accidents in which at least one cyclist ended up injured or killed. The

ISTAT database makes difference between those road accidents resulting in injuries or fatali-

ties (within 30 days), nevertheless, it does not distinguish among different levels of injury. As

Table 1 shows, we selected 15 categorical variables in the resulting database: (1) type of oppo-

nent vehicle, (2) opponent vehicle manoeuver, (3) road type, (4) pavement condition, (5)

cyclist’s age, (6) cyclist’s gender, (7) cyclist’s maneuver, (8) type of collision, (9) time of the

day, (10) day of the week, (11) season, (12) weather, (13) road signage, (14) accident location

type, and (15) severity of bicycle crash. According to the Italian Road Code, national, regional,

and provincial roads crossing urban communities with less than 10,000 inhabitants are consid-

ered as urban national, urban regional and urban provincial roads, respectively. Furthermore,

concerning the weather condition category, the checklist used by Italian authorities to collect

accident data considers as clear weather all those weather conditions that does not involve

inclement weather (e.g. rainy, snow, etc.). Therefore, a bicycle crash happened in a sunny or

cloudy condition has been classified into the clear weather category. Finally, based on a previ-

ous study [28], we partitioned into three time periods: day time (6 a.m.–6 p.m.), evening (6 p.

m.–midnight), and late night (midnight–6 a.m.).

Statistical analysis

To perform latent class analysis, we used the software R [57] with the package poLCA [58].

The package poLCA allows for the estimation of latent class model for polytomous outcome

variables. The latent class model analyses J polytomous categorical variables, each of which

comprises Kj possible outcomes, for observations i = 1. . .N. The indexing by j is due to the

wide range of outcomes of the categorical variables. The observed values of the J categorical

variables are represented as Yijk such that Yijk = 1 if the observation i provides the kth response

to the jth variable, otherwise Yijk = 0, where j = 1. . .J and k = 1. . .Kj. The latent class model esti-

mates the observed joint distribution of the categorical variables in the observations, and

approximates it as the weighted sum of a finite number, R, which is formed by a large multi-

way contingency table. To determine an appropriate number of latent classes R for the present

data set, we, first, fitted a complete “independence” model with R = 1, and then iteratively

increase the number of latent classes by one until an appropriate fit has been reached. Denote

as πjrk the class-conditional probability that an observation in class r = 1. . .R determines the

kth outcome on the jth variable. Consequently, within each class, for each manifest variable

XKj

k¼1
pjrk ¼ 1

Moreover, let pr denote the R mixing proportions that produce the weights in the weighted

sum of the component tables, with ∑r pr = 1. The result of the following equation produces the

Cyclist crashes in Italy: A latent class analysis
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likelihood that an observation i in class r determines a particular set of J outcomes on the poly-

tomous categorical variables, assuming local independence:

f ðYi; trÞ ¼
YJ

j¼1

YKj

k¼1

ðpjrkÞ
Yijk

The weighted sum produces the probability density function across all classes:

PrðYijp; pÞ ¼
XR

r¼1

pr

YJ

j¼1

YKj

k¼1

ðpjrkÞ
Yijk

The latent class model estimates the parameters pr and πjrk. With respect to estimates bpr and

bp jrk of pr and πjrk, the following Bayes’ formula has been used to calculate the posterior proba-

bility that each observation belongs to each class, conditional on the observed values of the

Fig 1. Human powered bike.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171484.g001
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categorical variables:

bPr rjYið Þ ¼
bprf ðYi; bprÞ

PR
q¼1
bpqf ðYif ðYi; bpqÞ

It is important to remain aware that the bp jrk are estimates of outcome probabilities condi-

tional on class r. The latent class model is estimated by poLCA by maximizing the log-likeli-

hood function

lnL ¼
XN

i¼1

ln
XR

r¼1

pr

YJ

j¼1

YKj

k¼1

ðpjrkÞ
Yijk

with respect to the parameters pr and πjrk. The expectation-maximization algorithm was

applied to the log-likelihood function by treating as missing data each unknown observation

class membership.

We fitted separately and compared twenty class models using Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC), consistent AIC (CAIC), the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and the adjusted

BIC (ABIC). The BIC has been found to be a good indicator for the determination of the

Fig 2. Electrically powered bike.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171484.g002
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Table 1. Sample Characteristics.

Variable N %

Opponent vehicle

Car 35246 71.0

Bus 365 0.7

Truck 3050 6.1

PTW 2952 5.9

Other vehicles 945 1.9

Multiple vehicles 910 1.8

No opponent vehicle 6153 12.4

Opponent vehicle maneuver

Straight forward or normal driving 11030 22.2

Not keeping a safe distance 2795 5.6

Ignoring stop signs or red traffic light 2857 5.8

Not respecting the right of way 7028 14.2

Driving in a forbidden direction or on opposite side of road 540 1.1

Traveling too fast 1626 3.3

Turning right 1661 3.3

Turning left 2357 4.8

Overtaking 747 1.5

Unknown or others 18980 38.2

Road type

Urban municipal 39327 79.3

Urban provincial, regional and national 4540 9.15

Rural 5754 11.6

Pavement condition

Dry 45079 90.8

Wet 4178 8.4

Slippery, frozen, or snowy 364 0.7

Cyclist’s age

0–14 3142 6.3

15–24 5919 11.9

25–44 14550 29.3

45–54 7974 16.1

55–64 6236 12.6

65 and older 11504 23.2

Not specified 296 0.6

Cyclist’s gender

Male 33912 68.3

Female 15709 31.7

Cyclist’s maneuver

Straight forward or normal driving 21247 42.8

Not keeping a safe distance 1439 2.9

Ignoring stop signs or red traffic light 1628 3.3

Not respecting the right of way 2112 4.3

Driving in a forbidden direction or on opposite sides of road 3599 7.3

Traveling too fast 858 1.7

Turning right 364 0.7

Turning left 1626 3.3

(Continued )
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optimal number of classes, and a better statistical indicator than the AIC [59]. The rule of the

smaller the better should be applied to evaluate the fit indices. To ensure that the global maxi-

mum likelihood of the latent class model has been achieved (rather than local maximum log-

likelihood), we automatically re-estimated each model ten times and saved the model with the

greatest likelihood.

Table 1. (Continued)

Variable N %

Overtaking 317 0.6

Unknown or others 16431 33.1

Type of collision

Head-on collision 3202 6.5

Side-impact 34693 69.9

Rear-end collision 3920 7.9

Hit pedestrian 257 0.5

Hit stopped vehicle 2721 5.5

Hit parked vehicle or object 1122 2.3

Run-off-the-road 1912 3.9

Other (no vehicle was involved) 1735 3.6

Time of the day

Daytime (6.00 am to 6.00 pm) 40676 82.0

Evening (6.00 pm to midnight) 7881 15.9

Late night (midnight to 6.00 am) 898 1.8

Not specified 166 0.3

Day of the week

Weekdays 39027 78.7

Weekend 10549 21.3

Season

Winter 8034 16.2

Spring 14783 29.8

Summer 15736 31.7

Autumn 11068 22.3

Weather

Clear 44072 88.8

Foggy 267 0.5

Rainy 2381 4.8

Hail, Snow, Strong wind, other 2901 5.8

Road signage

Absent 4171 8.4

Vertical 3265 6.6

Horizontal 3988 8.0

Vertical and horizontal 38197 77.0

Location type

Crossroads 22294 44.9

Not at junction 22903 46.2

Roundabouts 4424 8.9

Severity of bicycle crash

Injury 48798 98.3

Fatality 823 1.7

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171484.t001
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Given our aim of identifying the most dangerous classes of accident patterns, we dummy

coded the different classes (i.e., for each latent class, the value 0 equals not belonging to that

class and 1 equals belonging thereto) to be able to estimate the increase in odds ratio of fatality

associated with belonging to each class. We employed logistic regression using the backwards

stepwise method of field selection to exclude from the model the classes not accounting for

variations in odds of the fatal outcome. To investigate the factors related to the severity of bicy-

cle crash, an association rules algorithm was used. Compared to other data mining techniques,

such as decision tree algorithms, association rules algorithms have the advantage of finding

associations between any of the attributes of the variables. While a decision tree algorithm is

able to build rules with only a single conclusion, association rules algorithms can find many

rules, each of which may result in a different conclusion. Therefore, it can discover a wide

range of interactions by investigating all combinations of variables. To discover association

rules in the data, we used the Apriori algorithm. Regarding the methods of selecting rules, we

chose confidence ratio because this method takes uneven distributions into account. There-

fore, it is appropriate to find rules that predict rare events such as bicycle fatality crashes. To

identify rules of interest, we selected the five two-item rules with the highest confidence. In

line with a previous study on road accidents [60], we chose a minimum support value of 5%.

Both logistic regression and associations rules were carried out using IBM SPSS Modeler v.18.

Results

As reported in Table 1, the opponent vehicle was car in 71.0% of bicycle accidents, followed by

truck (6.1%), powered two-wheelers (PTW; 5.9%), and bus (0.7%). To understand how these

statistics differ from non-accident involved statistics, we retrieved road vehicle statistics from

Eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/transport/data/database). According to the data

provided by Eurostat, in Italy, in the period 2011–2013, passenger cars make up about 78% of

stock of vehicles, followed by PTW (about 13%), truck (9%), and bus (about 0.2%).

To determine the most appropriate number of latent classes, we made a comparison

between the four different criteria (AIC, BIC, ABIC and CAIC). Analysis of data indicated that

the 19-class model was the best fitting solution as compared to the other models (Table 2). Spe-

cifically, the 19-class solution had lowest BIC, ABIC and CAIC. Although the model with the

lowest AIC was the 20-class solution, the percentage decrease in AIC drops from the 19-class

solution to the 20-class solution is negligible (0.04%). Moreover, the BIC, ABIC and CAIC

have a clear superiority to the AIC [59]. Therefore, the 19-class model was chosen. To assess

accuracy in the classification, we used the average posterior probabilities to compute the odds

of correct classification for each class. S1 Table shows the confusion matrix that demonstrates

a good classification accuracy. Specifically, all of the clusters were correctly identified for 83%

of the observations.

S1 Table shows the proportion of individuals classified into each latent class as well as the

conditional response probabilities. Conditional response probabilities refer to the probability

that a bicycle crash of a certain latent class exhibits a certain value of a variable. For example, a

conditional response probability of .60 for daytime and the first latent class would reflect that

60% of the bicycle crashes within the first latent class did happen during daytime. We now pro-

ceed to characterize each one of the latent classes displayed in S2 Table and further represented

graphically in Fig 3.

Class 1 (C1) has a 12.2% of accidents against a truck and an 11.0% against multiple vehicles.

The highest group of age represented was that from 45 to 54 years-old (22.1%). The most com-

mon maneuver was unknown or not specified (77.6%). The opponent vehicle’s most typical

maneuver was driving straightforward (48.6%). The majority of the accidents happened during

Cyclist crashes in Italy: A latent class analysis
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spring (31.1%) or summer (36.6%). The majority of the cases involved dry pavement (96.1%),

clear weather (94.6%), an impact on the side (55.1%), and did not happen at junction (82.5%).

Class 2 (C2) is one of the few clusters featuring more than 20% of accidents in the evening

(20.6%). The most common cyclist’s maneuver was riding straightforward (84.9%), whereas

that of the driver consisted in not respecting the right of way (59.9%). The majority of the acci-

dents happened during autumn (41.6%) or winter (32.0%). Moreover, the pavement was typi-

cally wet (97.2%), it was raining (64.0%), the impact was on the side (93.8%), and the accident

took place at a crossroad (73.3%).

Class 3 (C3) is characterized by a combination of accidents involving cyclists’ maneuvers

such as ignoring a red traffic light or stop signs (22.3%), not respecting the right of way

(28.5%), and cycling in a forbidden direction or in opposite sides of the road (21.1%). The

opponent vehicle was typically driving straightforward (74.0%). The most of its accidents hap-

pened in spring (31.7%) or summer (34.2%). The pavement was typically dry (99.8%), the

weather was clear (94.8%), the collision was on the side (90.8%), and the accident took place at

intersection (91.3%).

Class 4 (C4) features a majority of accidents where the cyclist rode straightforward (91.5%)

and the opponent vehicle’s maneuver was unknown (74.5%). The majority of the accidents

took place in spring (31.5%) or summer (32.3%). The pavement was typically dry (97.9%), the

weather was clear (95.1%), the impact was from the side (90.4%), and the collision did not take

place at junction (94.0%).

Class 5 (C5) is characterized by being one of the few classes with more than 20% of the

cyclists ranging from 45 to 54 years-old (20.4%). The cyclist’s maneuver was typically

unknown (85.2%), and there was no opponent vehicle (100%). The majority of the accidents

took place during spring (25.0%) or autumn (37.0%). The ground was wet most of the times

(97.2%), it was raining (53.7%), the collision was typically the result of a cyclist running off the

Table 2. Values of AIC, BIC, aBIC, and CAIC as a Function of the Number of Latent Classes.

Model AIC BIC aBIC cAIC

1-Class 1328680 1329182 1329001 1329239

2-Class 1275106 1276119 1275754 1276234

3-Class 1242662 1244186 1243636 1244359

4-Class 1225864 1227900 1227166 1228131

5-Class 1214077 1216624 1215706 1216913

6-Class 1205537 1208594 1207492 1208941

7-Class 1201838 1205407 1204120 1205812

8-Class 1197923 1202003 1200531 1202466

9-Class 1195906 1200497 1198841 1201018

10-Class 1192648 1197750 1195910 1198329

11-Class 1191447 1197060 1195036 1197697

12-Class 1189229 1195353 1193144 1196048

13-Class 1188256 1194892 1192499 1195645

14-Class 1186825 1193972 1191394 1194783

15-Class 1186455 1194113 1191351 1194982

16-Class 1184919 1193088 1190142 1194015

17-Class 1184225 1192905 1189774 1193890

18-Class 1183211 1192402 1189087 1193445

19-Class 1182634 1192336 1188837 1193437

20-Class 1182598 1192811 1189128 1193970

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171484.t002
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road (44.7%) or happened for not specified reasons (33.9%), and it did not occur at junction

(70.5%).

Class 6 (C6) is characterized by a 40.2% of the cyclists involved ranging from 25 to 44 years-

old. A 41.7% of the cyclists were riding straightforward and the maneuvers of a 46.9% of the

cyclists were unknown. Regarding the opponent vehicle, the majority (56.2%) of the maneu-

vers were also unknown. The majority of the accidents took place in autumn (42.9%) and win-

ter (30.2%). The pavement was typically wet (98.2%), it was raining (70.2%), the collision was

from the side (68.5%), and did not happen at junction (73.4%).

Fig 3. Representation of the 19 types of bicycle crashes.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171484.g003
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Class 7 (C7) features 31.5% of accidents occurring against a PTW, and a 33.0% of the acci-

dents involving cyclists aged 65 years or older. The cyclist’s maneuver is typically turning left

(77.0%), and that of the opponent vehicle was going straight forward (68.1%). The majority of

the accidents took place in spring (31.6%) or summer (36.7%), the pavement was dry (97.7%),

the weather was clear (95.0%), and the impact was from the side (89.8%).

In the accidents comprised in Class 8 (C8), the cyclist was typically riding straightforward

(88.9%), and the opponent vehicle did not respect the right of way (71.0%). The crashes mostly

took place during spring (27.9%) or summer (30.7%), when the pavement was dry (99.5%),

and the weather was clear (93.2%). The impact was typically on the side (95.5%), and it took

place at roundabouts (70.4%).

Class 9 (C9) features bicycle accidents without an opponent vehicle (100%), and cyclists

mostly riding straightforward (49.8%) or performing an unclassified maneuver (26.2%). The

majority of the accidents took place during spring (34.6%) or summer (37.1%), when the pave-

ment was dry (97.3%), and the weather was clear (95.9%). The collision typically involved hit-

ting an object (44.7%), and the accident did not happen at junction (71.9%).

In Class 10 (C10), the 100% of the accidents were single crashes (i.e., there was no opponent

vehicle), and the majority of the cyclists’ maneuvers were unknown (97.1%). The majority of

the accidents took place during spring (32.5%) or summer (35.3%), the pavement was dry

(96.4%), clear weather (95.2%), the collision involved running off the road (46.8%) or another

event not categorized (44.9%), and did not take place at a junction or at a roundabout (78.0%).

Class 11 (C11) features 92.1% of the cyclists riding straightforward. The opponent vehicles

were typically not respecting the safety distance (51.7%) or speeding (30.5%), and most of the

accidents happened during spring (28.3%) or summer (36.6%). Moreover, in the majority of

the bicycle crashes, the pavement was dry (98.0%), the weather was clear (94.8%), the type of

collision was on the rear end (64.5%), and the location was not at a junction or at a roundabout

(69.7%).

Class 12 (C12) is one of the few classes with more than 40% female cyclists (41.9%). The

cyclist’s (73.3%) and the opponent vehicle’s (80.0%) maneuvers were mostly unknown. The

majority of the accidents took place during spring (31.2%) or summer (30.4%), when the

ground was dry (98.11%), and the weather was clear (95.5%). The majority of the cyclists hit a

stopped vehicle (94.5%), and did not take place at a junction or at a roundabout (88.8%).

Class 13 (C13) is also one of the few clusters with more than 40% of female cyclists (42.1%).

The majority of the cyclists were riding straightforward (81.2%), and the opponent vehicle was

not keeping the safety distance (95.5%). The most of the accidents happened during spring

(28.8%) or summer (30.2%), when the pavement was wet (96.0%), and the weather was clear

(96.3%). The most of the collisions were with a stopped vehicle (69.5%), and they did not

occur at a junction or at a roundabout (89.4%).

In Class 14 (C14), 33.4% of the cyclists’ age ranged from 25 to 44 years-old. The majority of

the cyclists’ maneuvers involved riding straightforward (82.8%), and the opponents’ maneu-

vers involved not respecting the right of way (46.0%) and ignoring a stop sign or red traffic

light (27.5%). Most of the accidents took place during spring (29.6%) or summer (27.0%), with

clear weather (94.4%), the pavement was dry (99.5%), the impact was on the side (90.5%), and

it did take place at a crossroad (95.8%).

Class 15 (C15) is one of the few clusters with more than 40% of women (46.0%) among the

cyclists. Most common cyclist’s maneuvers consisted in riding straightforward (81.8%), and

the most common maneuvers by the opponent vehicle were not respecting a red traffic light or

a stop sign (26.2%) and not respecting the right of way (42.4%). Moreover, between 25 and

30% of the accidents took place during spring, summer or autumn. The ground was typically
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dry (99.0%), the weather was clear (93.5%), the impact was on the side (90.9%), and the acci-

dents took place at crossroads (99.9%).

Class 16 (C16) features a majority of cyclists (99.2%) and opponent vehicles (85.1%) taking

unknown maneuvers. The majority of the accidents took place during spring (28.6%) or sum-

mer (35.2%), the pavement was dry (98.1%), it was sunny (92.9%), and the collision was on the

side (84.7%). Finally, 48.3% of the accidents took place at crossroad, and 39.8% did not take

place at junction.

In Class 17 (C17), 35.6% of the cyclists were aged between 25 and 44 years. The most com-

mon cyclist’s maneuver involved not keeping the safety distance (92.4%), whereas the most

common maneuver of the opponent vehicle was that of driving straightforward (95.5%). In

addition, the most of the accidents took place during spring (34.0%) or summer (28.1%), the

road was dry (96.8%), and the weather was clear (94.9%). Finally, the majority of the collisions

were on the rear end (35.9%) or hitting a stopped vehicle (45.2%), and the 77.5% of the acci-

dents did not take place at junctions.

Class 18 (C18) features accidents where the majority of the cyclists’ maneuvers were

unknown (73.4%), and the opponent vehicles’ maneuvers were mostly driving straightforward

(74.9%). The majority of the accidents took place in spring (34.0%) or summer (33.9%), the

pavement was generally dry (97.9%), the weather was clear (95.1%), the collision was on the

side (87.0%), and the accidents did not take place at a junction or at a roundabout (99.8%).

Finally, Class 19 (C19) is one of the few clusters that comprised more than 20% of the acci-

dents that happened in the evening (21.7%). In this class, the most common cyclist’s maneu-

vers were ignoring stop signs or traffic lights (20.6%), not respecting the right of way (21.8%),

and driving in a forbidden direction (23.4%), whereas the opponent vehicle’s most common

maneuver was driving straightforward (74.5%). Moreover, the most of the accidents took place

during autumn (40.6%) or winter (28.8%), when the pavement was wet (97.9%), and typically

raining (58.7%). Most of the collisions were on the side (89.4%), and the majority of the acci-

dents occurred at crossroads (78.2%).

Table 3 displays the findings of logistic regression analysis predicting the severity of bicycle

crashes. C1 and C11 are the most important predictors of the severity of bicycle crashes. Indeed,

C1 and C11 have the highest cyclists’ fatality share, with percentages of 6.5 and 5.6, respectively,

in comparison with the average fatality share of 1.7 percent in the whole data set. On the con-

trary, eight latent classes (C2, C5, C8, C9, C12, C13, C15, and C19) were not included in the

Table 3. Summary of Logistic Regression Analysis Predicting the Severity of Bicycle Crashes.

B SE Wald p OR 95% CI

C1 2.27 0.15 243.39 < .001 9.701 [7.292, 12.906]

C3 0.76 0.14 31.93 < .001 2.147 [1.647, 2.798]

C4 0.58 0.15 14.56 < .001 1.793 [1.328, 2.421]

C6 0.88 0.23 14.71 < .001 2.409 [1.537, 3.775]

C7 1.05 0.26 16.14 < .001 2.859 [1.713, 4.773]

C10 1.24 0.14 75.44 < .001 3.471 [2.621, 4.596]

C11 2.12 0.12 295.44 < .001 8.301 [6.521, 10.567]

C14 0.50 0.21 5.60 .018 1.647 [1.089, 2.489]

C16 0.78 0.16 23.42 < .001 2.187 [1.593, 3.002]

C17 0.80 0.31 6.81 .009 2.216 [1.219, 4.029]

C18 0.92 0.15 38.08 < .001 2.502 [1.87, 3.348]

CI = confidence interval for odds ratio (OR).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171484.t003
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final model (Table 3) using the backwards stepwise method. The bicycle crashes included in

these eight latent classes have a fatality share lower than 1%.

S3 Table shows the findings of association rules using the Apriori algorithm with severity

(bicycle crashes resulting in fatalities) as consequent for each of the latent classes. Association

rules are statements in the form: if antecedent(s) then consequent(s). Thus, association rules

associate the fatal bicycle crashes with a set of conditions or antecedents. Support, confidence,

and lift provide information about the rules. Support refers to the size (percentage) of the sub-

sets of the bicycle crashes for which the antecedents (the ‘if’ part of the rule) are true. Confi-

dence refers to the proportion of bicycle crashes with the specified antecedent(s) for which the

consequent (i.e., fatality) is also true. Therefore, confidence is the percentage of bicycle crashes

resulting in fatalities within the bicycle crashes that contain all the antecedents. Lift is based on

the ratio of confidence for the rule to the prior probability of having a fatality crash within that

subgroup of bicycle crashes.

Association rules for C1 showed that fatal bicycle crashes were more likely at evening hours

and when (1) the type of collision was rear-end, or (2) the opponent vehicle was a car, or (3)

the season was spring, or (4) vertical and horizontal road signage was present. Also, cyclists

aged 65 years or older cycling on weekdays were more likely to have a fatal crash. Association

rules for C2 indicated that fatal bicycle crashes were more likely when the cyclist’s age was 65

years or older and (1) the season was autumn, or (2) the gender of cyclists was male, or (3) the

cyclist’s maneuver was straight forward or normal driving, or (4) vertical and horizontal road

signage was present, or (5) not respecting the right of way was the maneuver of the opponent

vehicle. Association rules for C3 showed that fatal bicycle crashes were more likely in a rural

road and when (1) the opponent vehicle was a car, or (2) the cyclist gender was male, or (3) the

crash took place at a crossroad, or (4) vertical and horizontal road signage was present, or (5)

the weather was clear. Association rules for C4 indicated that fatal bicycle crashes were more

probable when (1) the type of collision was head-on and the gender of cyclists was male; (2)

the road was rural and vertical and horizontal road signage was present or the maneuver of the

opponent vehicle was unknown or others; (3) the season was autumn and the age of the cyclist

was 65 or older; and (4) the opponent vehicle was a truck and the gender of cyclists was male.

Association rules for C5 showed that rural road incremented the likelihood of fatal bicycle

crash. Also, rural road was associated with a higher probability of fatal bicycle crash when (1)

the gender of cyclists was male, or (2) the crash did not take place at a junction or at a round-

about, or (3) the cyclist maneuver was unknown or other. Rules revealed that when the cyclist’s

age was between 45 and 54 years and the weather was clear, fatal bicycle crashes were more

likely. Association rules for C6 indicated that fatal bicycle crashes were more probable when

the maneuver of the opponent vehicle was traveling too fast during daytime. Rules also reveal

that rural roads were associated with fatal bicycle crashes especially when (1) the cyclist’s

maneuver was unknown or other, or (2) the cyclists’ age was between 25 and 44 years, or (3)

the crashes happened on weekdays, or (4) the opponent vehicle was a car. Association rules for

C7 showed that fatal bicycle crashes were more likely during the weekend when (1) the cyclist’s

age was 65 years or more, or (2) the opponent vehicle was a car, or (3) during daytime, or (4)

at crossroads. Rules also revealed that rural roads were associated with fatal bicycle accidents

when the cyclists were female. Association rules for C8 indicated that fatal bicycle accidents

were more probable when the opponent vehicle was a truck and (1) the cyclists were riding

straight forward, or (2) the bicycle crash occurred on weekdays, or (3) the bicycle crash

occurred at daytime, or (4) the bicycle crash occurred with a clear weather, or (5) the type of

collision was a side-impact. Association rules for C9 show that fatal bicycle accidents mainly

occurred on urban roads when (1) the road signage was absent and the gender of the cyclist

was male or (2) hit a parked vehicle. Association rules also revealed that cyclist’s deaths were
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more likely when the cyclist’s age was 65 or more years and the cyclist’s gender was male; in

addition, bicycle crashes that occurred on rural roads, on location types that are not junctions,

were more prone to bicyclist fatalities. Association rules for C10 showed that fatal bicycle acci-

dents were more likely to occur on rural roads during weekdays. Association rules also showed

that fatal bicycle crashes were more probable when the cyclist’s gender was male or the cyclist’s

age was 65 or more years or the bicycle crash occurred on rural roads. Association rules for

C11 indicated that fatal bicycle crashes were more likely when the bicycle crash took place on

rural roads. In addition, the severity of bicycle crashes increased when the opponent vehicle

was a car which was traveling too fast. Association rules also showed that on rural roads, the

cyclist’s death was more likely when the cyclist (1) was 65 or more years old and (2) was riding

through a crossroads, and (3) was cycling during the evening. Association rules for C12

showed that fatal bicycle accidents were more probable on urban provincial, regional and

national roads where the cyclist’ maneuver was unknown or (1) at day time, or (2) when the

pavement was dry, or (3) the cyclists hit a stopped vehicle. Association rules also showed that

male cyclists riding through crossroads had an increased probability of having a fatal bicycle

accident. Association rules for C13 highlighted that cyclists that were 65 or more years old and

riding during spring were more likely to incur in a fatal bicycle accident. Furthermore, associa-

tion rules showed an increased likelihood of fatal bicycle crashes when the type of collision was

a head-on and it (1) took place during weekdays, or (2) occurred at crossroads, or (3) hap-

pened when weather was clear, or (4) involved an opponent vehicle which was not keeping a

safe distance. Association rules for C14 indicated that fatal bicycle accidents were more proba-

ble when the opponent vehicle was a truck and (1) the collision occurred during daytime, or

(2) happened when weather was clear, or (3) the collision type was side-impact, and or (4) the

cyclist’ s gender was male. Association rules also showed an increased probability of fatal bicy-

cle accident when the collision type was a head-on and the cyclist was riding straight forward.

Association rules for C15 showed that fatal bicycle accidents were more likely to occur when

the opponent vehicle was a truck and (1) the cyclist was riding straight forward, or (2) there

were both vertical and horizontal road signs, or (2) the weather was clear, or (3) during week-

days, or (4) when the pavement was dry. Association rules for C16 indicated that fatal bicycle

accidents were more likely to occur when the opponent vehicle was a truck and occurred on

rural roads. Furthermore, fatal bicycle accidents were more likely to occur if the cyclist was 65

or more years old and (1) the cyclist’s gender was male, or (2) the cyclist was not at a junction

or a roundabout, or (3) during weekdays. Association rules for C17 showed that fatal bicycle

accidents were more probable when the cyclist was 65 or more years old and (1) was autumn,

or (2) the type of collision was a rear-end. Association rules also showed that fatal bicycle

crashes were most likely to occur during the weekend and in autumn; on rural roads, with a

rear-end type of collision; and where the road signage was absent and the cyclist was not driv-

ing at a junction or a roundabout. Association rules for C18 showed that fatal bicycle accidents

were more likely to occur or rural roads. Rules also showed that the probability of a fatal bicy-

cle crashes increased when the cyclist was 65 or more years old and (1) the cyclist’s gender was

male, or (2) the cyclist’s maneuver was unknown, or (3) the cyclist was riding during spring,

or (4) the road signage was both vertical and horizontal. Association rules for C19 indicate

that fatal bicycle accidents were probable on rural roads. They were also probable when the

weather was clear (1) during the weekend or (2) the cyclist was not respecting the right of way.

Furthermore, association rules showed that fatal bicycle crashes were more likely when the

cyclist was 65 or more years old and (1) the cyclist was not respecting the right of way, or (2)

when the cyclist’s gender was male.
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Discussion

In this article, we examined bicycle crashes in Italy using cluster analysis and data mining tech-

niques. Specifically, the present study revealed 19 latent classes of distinguishable bicycle crash

patterns. These 19 latent classes were different in terms of features of the bicycle crashes. In

addition, logistic regression revealed that the likelihood of fatal injury was different among

these 19 classes and association rules uncovered different circumstances associated with the

bicycle crashes among the classes. In line with a few previous studies that used traffic accident

data segmentation techniques [29, 61–65], we demonstrated that clustering techniques can be

very useful in finding various subsets of crashes in a heterogeneous traffic accident data set.

The 19 latent classes represent different intelligible and justifiable bicycle crash types, which

uncover information that remains hidden due to data heterogeneity. Moreover, logistic regres-

sion analysis revealed that the 19 classes differ in terms of their injury severity levels, meaning

that some crash typologies were characterized by relatively low or high cyclists’ fatal injury

severity levels.

The discussion section is structured as follows. First, we discuss the different classes identi-

fied and describe their main characteristics and causal paths potentially present. Second, we

address the factors that increase the likelihood of accident in each class, and discuss the role of

gender and age in crashes in general, given the lack of influence on the classes. Finally, we talk

about the implications of the findings and the limitations of the study.

In the following paragraphs, we first describe the main characteristics that accident classes

have in common, we then analyze how accident classes differ from each other and the implica-

tions for the underlying causation.

Fig 4 displays the structure of the 19 classes based on their prevalent characteristics. As Fig

4 shows, the 19 classes bear similarities among them regarding several dimensions (e.g., pres-

ence of intersection, type of manoeuver). This way, a broad distinction can be made based on

the infrastructure layout (i.e., roundabout, intersection, straight road). Crashes taking place at

Fig 4. Structure of the 19 classes based on their prevalent characteristics.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171484.g004
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roundabout were mainly represented by C8, which also mainly feature violations by opponent

vehicle drivers. Accidents chiefly taking place at intersection span five classes, which can be

differentiated according to road users’ manoeuvers. Those accidents in which the cyclist or

motorist was riding straight forward, the opponent vehicle was committing a violation, and

there was bad weather are represented by C2 or C19. Whereas those with clear weather condi-

tions can be split into those in which the opponent vehicle was turning left (i.e., C15) or not

doing so (i.e., C14).

Those accidents taking place on a straight road are represented by 11 classes. Among these,

accidents in which the cyclist was riding on the opposite direction or side are represented by

class 18. Accidents without an opponent vehicle can be split between those in which cyclists

hit an object (i.e., C9), and those in which they ran off the road, both with bad weather (i.e.,

C5) and clear one (i.e., C10). Accidents in which cyclists hit a stopped vehicle are divided into

those in which the safety distance was not respected by cyclists (i.e., C17), by another vehicle

(i.e., C13), or those with unknown manoeuver (i.e., C12). Accidents in which both cyclists and

opponent vehicle travelled in the same direction are divided into those befalling on rural roads

(i.e., C1), in urban roads with clear (i.e., C4) and bad weather (i.e., C6), and C11 for those that

did not fall exactly under the other classes. Finally, accidents not taking place either at junction

or crossroad, and involving a left turn, are represented by C7.

Nevertheless, different causal sequences may underlie diverse crash characteristics. C2, C3,

C14, C15, and C19 involve the presence of an intersection, which might entail specific chal-

lenges for drivers regarding awareness and cyclists’ visibility and comprehension. This could

be addressed by using specific advanced driver assistance systems comprising cautionary colli-

sion warnings and information about the intersection [66]. Nevertheless, they differ in several

aspects. In C2, C14 and C15, the most common cyclist’s maneuver was to ride straightforward,

whether the opponent vehicle was committing a violation. Yet, bicycle crashes corresponding

to C2 typically happened in winter or autumn during rain when the opponent vehicle was not

respecting the right of way. The bad weather condition seems to indicate that such collisions

could be due to low visibility of either the cyclist or the road signs and the reduction of visual

search strategies associated with such environmental conditions [67]. Moreover, given the

rain, cyclists might be slightly rushed to arrive to their destination as soon as possible and,

therefore, probably being less careful at intersections assuming their right to pass and not fore-

seeing that the opponent vehicle couldn’t detect them. On the other hand, bicycle crashes in

C14 are mainly characterized by the same features, nevertheless, the most of them took place

during spring or summer, the weather was clear the most of the times and there was a higher

percentage of opponent vehicles ignoring a red light. This might lead to discarding low visibil-

ity due to weather conditions, while possibly attributing it to some visual obstruction at the

intersection or to the intersection structural configuration itself. Moreover, the fact that the

percentage of red light skipping is higher implies a higher probability of violations accounting

for the maneuvers leading to bicycle crashes. Finally, bicycle crashes that belong to C15

involved the same type of maneuvers by the opponent vehicle, but also included the left turn.

Moreover, the majority of bicycle crashes took place during spring, autumn and summer, and

more than a 40% of the cyclists were women. These bicycle crashes as well as those of C14

might be due to cyclist’s greater exposure and probably higher speeds (and riskier behaviors)

by both cyclists and opponent vehicles [68] in those seasons. Yet, the fact that the bicycle

crashes are more frequent during seasons other than winter might be related to a higher num-

ber of cyclists on the road during those seasons. Several studies already highlighted that during

seasons characterized by warmer temperature and less rainfall the volume of cyclists increases

[69–71].
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Regarding bicycle crashes included in C3 and C19, they have in common that the opponent

vehicle’s maneuver was typically going straightforward, while the cyclist was clearly committing

a violation or an error (i.e., skipping red-lights or not respecting the stop sign). Nevertheless,

bicycle crashes included in C3 mostly took place during spring or summer when there was clear

weather, whereas those in C19 involved bicycle crashes during winter or autumn when it was

raining. As well as for the foregoing classes, the bicycle crashes taking place during bad weather

conditions (i.e., C19) could be due to low visibility of the intersection signs. Furthermore, given

that the cyclist is typically the one who violates in this class, the low visibility of the opponent

vehicles could be a factor that increases the probability of red-light skipping by the cyclist [72].

There is evidence that the failure to detect motorized vehicles was an important factor in

explaining bicycle crashes [73]. Such violations or errors might also be due to the cyclist rushing

toward the destination to avoid rain [72]. As per the bicycle crashes that took place under clear

weather, two possible causes could be (1) a cyclist’s failure to detect the incoming vehicles (i.e.,

looked but failed to see), or (2) a cyclist’s misjudgment of the time and speed to cross without

being caught by the opponent vehicle, or in other words, a misjudgment of the safe gap in the

traffic stream. In fact, cyclists may violate traffic red-light if the gap in the conflicting stream is

big enough to avoid a possible collision and, according to Van der Meel (72), this evaluation

can be misled by a variety of factors and elements on the road (e.g., crossing distance, clarity of

the intersection, intersection design, composition and velocity of the conflicting traffic).

C1, C4, C6, and C11 comprise bicycle crashes that did not take place at junction and involved

both the cyclists and the opponent vehicle being in motion and going in the same direction. The

main differences are analyzed next. Bicycle crashes comprised in C1 mostly took place on rural

roads, more than 20% were against trucks or multiple vehicles, and the opponent vehicle was

driving straightforward while the cyclist typically performed an unknown maneuver, which

most probably stands for distraction. The side and rear end impact in combination with the

unknown maneuver and the type of location not at junction leads to think of a possible overtak-

ing attempt by the opponent vehicle without respecting the safety distance when the cyclist was

not riding totally straightforward, either due to an eventual encounter of an obstacle, distractions

or the narrowness of the hard shoulder. Another possible explanation would be that of low visi-

bility due to a curve [74] or a change in the gradient of the road, in combination with a lack of

expectation to encounter a cyclist by the driver of the opponent vehicle (because of the rural con-

text). The rest of the classes feature bicycle crashes that took place mostly on urban roads, in

which higher traffic volume can be expected. In bicycle crashes comprised in C4, the cyclist was

typically riding straightforward whereas the opponent vehicle’s maneuver was unknown, differ-

ently from bicycle crashes included in C1. Among the potential explanations for this accident

pattern are higher mixed traffic intensity, meaning that (1) there will be more vehicles merging

into lanes, possibly without detecting the cyclist or (2) drivers could overtake the cyclists leaving

less space due to the higher number of vehicles incoming in the opposite lane; and (3) the driv-

er’s distraction that would be classified under the label “unknown” (e.g., phone use). In C6, a

higher percentage of cyclist’s maneuvers was unknown (i.e., 46.9%) and the most of them took

place during winter or autumn when rain was present (whereas for the rest of the classes, the

weather was clear). Possible causes for this pattern are slippery road due to bad weather, vehicles

merging into a lane without detecting bicyclists due to low visibility, or not expecting cyclists

due to the season and especially due to weather conditions. Finally, those in C11 involved oppo-

nent vehicles not respecting the safety distance or speeding and the collision was on the rear end.

Moreover, they mostly took place during summer or spring. A possible explanation would be

the driver misjudgment of the speed or distance to the cyclist ahead.

Accidents mainly involving hitting a stopped vehicle not being at junction (i.e., C12, C13,

and C17), take place mostly during spring and summer when the weather was clear. Manoeuvers
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classified as unknown also comprise distraction, which should be taken into consideration when

analyzing the potential causes of each patter. In C12, which mainly features accidents with un-

known manoeuvers by both road users, bicycle crashes could be due to distraction of both the

cyclist and the opponent vehicle driver. Whereas those in C13, in which the opponent vehicle did

not keep the safety distance, and C17, where bicyclists were those not keeping the safety distance,

might involve road users’ distraction (e.g., smartphone devices) or overestimating the distance to

the vehicle ahead and not being able to avoid the collision when it stopped.

The characteristics of C7 deserve separate consideration. To begin with, it is the only cyclist-

motorist crash pattern in which the cyclist was turning left in most of the cases (i.e., 77%). The

bicycle crashes occurred during daytime in spring and summer, when the weather was clear and

the urban road surface was dry. Another interesting aspect is that, in this cluster, bicycle crashes

could occur in the presence of a crossroad (44.9%) or not (52.5%). This highlights the riskiness

of the turning left maneuver for cyclists. The most frequent maneuver of the opponent vehicle

was driving straightforward, and just in few cases it was overtaking (11.7%) or traveling too fast

(10.0%). These cluster characteristics could entail a misjudgment of the opponent vehicle’s speed

by the cyclist [73]. In this case, while turning left to eventually stop on the other side of the road,

a cyclist could misjudge the best time to cross the road, thus, being hit by the oncoming vehicle.

The cyclist-motorist crash pattern here described could also be due to the cyclist that did not

properly signal the turning left maneuver, thus, misleading the driver, who is not ready to react

in time (e.g., because of traveling too fast or having already begun the overtaking maneuver).

Despite the fact that in most of the cases the cyclist’s maneuver was unknown, the accident

in C18 involved a cyclist riding in a forbidden direction or on opposite side of the road (20%

of the cases). The bicycle crashes occurred on a straight road, during daytime, in spring and

summer, when the weather was clear. In these cases, it could be that the driver of the opponent

vehicle was not expecting any oncoming road user, leading to a side-impact. Another possible

explanation could be that in urban context, one-way roads are generally narrower and coun-

terflow riding by the cyclists could lead to a side impact when encountering oncoming motor-

ized vehicles, especially if there are obstacles on the road. It could be helpful to explore why a

cyclist decides to ride on an opposite side of the road or in a forbidden direction to prevent

those types of bicycle crash. For example, a cyclist could decide to ride on a forbidden direction

or on an opposite side of the road because (1) it could reduce the time needed to get to desired

destination or (2) it could be perceived safer than other more congested and busier roads.

C8 is the only cluster that features collisions between bicycles and motorized vehicles typi-

cally happening at roundabouts. The bicycle crashes took place chiefly during daytime in

spring and summer, when the weather was clear and the urban road surface was dry. In this

cyclist-motorist crash pattern, the cyclists were riding straight forward (88.9%) and the drivers

did not respect the right of way (71.0%). This could entail the presence of a temporary obstruc-

tion to the field of view [66] or a looked but failed to see episode [75–77]. Research literature

often stresses how likely happens that a driver is sure to have the road free when approaching a

road while, instead, a cyclist is coming. The looked but failed to see episodes often happen

because of a poor scanning strategy by the driver who is paying more attention to other car

drivers, and completely overlooks the presence of a cyclist [66, 75–77]. Another possible cause

could be the drivers’ negative attitude toward cyclists [78] which was seen to influence the

driving behavior. In particular, drivers holding negative attitudes toward cyclists were associ-

ated with poorer knowledge of road rules (i.e., not respecting the right of way) which could

also explain bicycle crashes included in C8.

Regarding the classes featuring accidents without opponent vehicles (i.e., C5, C9, and C10),

they differ in several conditions, which are detailed next. To begin with, most of the bicycle

crashes belonging to C5 took place in rainy conditions, involved an unknown maneuver and
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the main outcomes were going off the road or unspecified. The main difference of C5 with pat-

terns in C9 and C10 was the bad weather condition, which can be attributed as a cause of this

type of accident. In fact, bad weather can lead to lower visibility of obstacles on the road, slip

due to the wet pavement and lose control of the bike, underestimating the severity of the pave-

ment conditions, or overestimating the own capacity to have control of the bicycle. Bicycle

crashes included in C9 typically took place under clear weather conditions and involved hit-

ting an object while riding straightforward, which implies that it could be due to a door of a

parked vehicle that suddenly opens (“dooring” crashes), hitting a pedestrian or colliding with

some unexpected object. Those belonging to C10 bear a strong resemblance with those in C5,

but do not take place during bad weather conditions. Given the absence of an opponent vehicle

and the high percentage of unknown maneuvers in C5 and C10, all the accident patterns com-

prised in them might eventually involve (1) bicycle mechanical conditions, (2) cyclist’s intoxi-

cation, (3) cyclist’s distraction leading to a collision against undetected objects, (4) cyclist’s

errors due to lack of experience (i.e., occasional cyclist).

Finally, C16 encompasses bicycle crashes that mostly took place at crossroads or not at

junction and with mostly unknown maneuvers for both the cyclist and the opponent vehicle.

This leads to thinking that this might be a hodgepodge of events that could not be assigned to

other classes because the maneuvers were unknown. What makes us think so is the fact that

there is no prevalent location of the road in which bicycle crashes might typically happen.

Nonetheless, the fact that the maneuvers are unknown could be due to a real lack of knowledge

of what happened when registering the collision by the competent authority, or to the absence

of a category in the classification of maneuvers used to code the accident.

What is more, having a truck as an opponent vehicle entailed a higher risk of fatality for

classes mainly associated with crossroads (i.e., C14 and C15) and roundabout (C8). As previ-

ous research shows [17, 47], collisions with trucks entail a higher probability of fatality injury

severity. The increased risk of fatality associated with such heavier vehicles could be expected

due to their higher momentum [47]. Nevertheless, a closer look at the exact characteristics of the

bicycle crashes that could better explain the scenario and the relationship with the momentum is

needed. The majority of the collisions in C8, C14, and C15 involve cyclists riding straightforward

and opponent vehicles committing a violation (e.g., not respecting the right of way) leading to a

side-impact. This side-impact could translate into heavier vehicles hitting a wider surface of the

cyclist and transmitting more energy (as opposed to both vehicles sharing a common trajectory),

therefore leading to more severe injuries, which is consistent with previous findings [17].

Another finding of association rules revealed the dangerousness of riding on a rural road.

In line with previous research [17–20], a bicycle crash on rural road was more likely to be fatal

compared to urban road. One intuitive explanation could be the higher posted speed limit of

rural road, which increases safety risk for all road users, including cyclists. Previous research

showed the role of speed as a factor for bicycle-motor vehicle collision resulting in a more

severe crash due to a high differential in operating speeds and an even greater impact when

compared to an urban cyclist-motorist crash [17, 18, 79, 80]. Furthermore, assuming that bicy-

cle usage is typically higher on urban than rural roads [79, 81], we can also suppose that a car

driver is not expecting a cyclist riding on this type of road, which could lead to an unfortunate

collision due to a lack of capacity to react and avoid the crash.

The findings of the present study suggest that gender and age of cyclists were not important in

determining the features of the latent classes. In other words, cyclists of different gender and age

were involved in the different subgroups of bicycle crashes with small or negligible differences.

Consistent with the finding that male cyclists are more likely to be involved in crashes than female

cyclists [33, 44], our study found that the percentages of male cyclists exceeded those of female

cyclists in all 19 latent classes. It should be noted that this finding does not necessarily mean that
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female and male cyclists have a different risk of having a crash. The most likely explanation is

related to exposure: male cyclists tend to cycle more frequently, during a longer time and greater

distances compared to female cyclists [30]. Based on the findings of the present study and those

of previous reports [30, 53], we conclude that the gender of cyclists is not likely to play an impor-

tant role in the likelihood of being involved in bicycle crashes when controlling for exposure.

Nevertheless, we did find some small gender differences. Female cyclists were notably less likely

to be involved in C1 and C14. Based on odds ratio values from logistic regression, C1 is the most

dangerous type of bicycle crashes. In addition, the findings of association rules suggest that male

cyclists are more likely to suffer fatal injuries compared to female cyclists. Both results from latent

class analysis and association rules provide some support to the notion that male cyclists were

more likely to be involved in fatal bicycle crashes than female cyclists [19, 26, 50].

A cyclist’s age does not seem to play an important role in the likelihood of being involved in

the 19 types of bicycle crashes too. We note that among younger cyclists (0–14 and 15–24

years) the percentages of cluster observations were notably higher in C3 and C18. A violation

committed by the cyclist (i.e., ignoring stop signs or red light traffic/not respecting the right of

way/driving in a forbidden direction or on an opposite side of the road) is one of the major fea-

tures of the bicycle crashes included in these subgroups. This finding could be explained by the

inexperience of young cyclists as road users [82] and suggest the need to implement effective

road safety education programs for young cyclists [83]. In addition, findings of association

rules revealed that cyclists aged 65 years or more were more likely to be involved in fatal bicy-

cle crashes than younger cyclists. This finding is in line with the results of previous reports that

showed a higher risk of injury severity as age increases [18, 23, 26, 28, 33, 41, 45–49]. In this

respect, two explanations have been advanced: physical fragility (susceptibility to injury) and

crash over-involvement due to of unsafe driving [45, 84, 85]. The finding that among cyclists

aged 65 years or older the percentage of cluster observations was notably higher in C7 (where

the maneuver of the cyclist is turning left and findings of logistic regression suggest that this

type of crash is dangerous) may suggest that unsafe driving may play a role, albeit limited, in

explaining the higher risk of injury severity. However, based on the findings of both cluster

analysis and association rules, we can conclude that the increased likelihood of sustaining a

fatal injury was more likely to be due to susceptibility to injury due to fragility.

Implications for practice

Although the 19 classes of bicycle crashes share the some of the features, different causes and

profiles of road users can be identified, and therefore, they should be addressed differently

when it comes to prevention. To prevent bicycle crashes comprised in C2, more visible signs

[86] at intersections are needed and cyclists’ visibility should be increased by using flashing

lights, lamps, and retro-reflective materials that work better for night-time visibility [87]. Never-

theless, introducing visibility measures to increase safety could eventually lead to the negative

risk compensation phenomenon [88], therefore, it would be advisable to also address the visibil-

ity issue both by educational campaigns and implementation of more conspicuous signs [86,

89]. To prevent the bicycle crashes comprised in C14 and C15, a more reasonable approach

could consist in road safety advertisement campaigns [90] to increase awareness of cyclists and

their vulnerability.

A way to address traffic red light violations in C3 and C19 could be by shortening red light

waiting times to maximize compliance, as suggested by previous studies on pedestrians [91],

or otherwise improving the intersection designs to maximize clarity and increasing speed traf-

fic calming measures. In addition, to address violations due to the cyclist rushing toward the

destination to avoid rain (i.e., C19), a fruitful approach may be the installation of rain sensors
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that communicate and allow for shortening red light waiting time or increasing the green one

for cyclists during such weather conditions.

To address misperception and misjudgment of speed and distance to the bicyclist ahead by

the driver of the opponent vehicle (i.e., in C1, C4, C6, C8, C11, C12, and C13), there if need for

a stronger focus on the infrastructure (i.e., segregation of traffic by building cycle tracks) and

warning about the possible presence of cyclists at curves and changes of gradient might be

needed [92].

Finally, violations and errors characterize most of the classes of bicycle crashes (e.g., C2, C3,

C5, C8, C9, C10, C13, C14, C15, C17, C18, and C19). Therefore, comprehensive traffic educa-

tion and training of both cyclists and motorists is recommended to address these violations

and errors. On the one hand, it seems useful a stringent training of motorists to respect cyclists

and avoid hitting them. On the other hand, extensive training in safe and effective cycling tech-

niques could promote safe and convenient cycling [93].

Limitations

Some limitations should be kept in mind when interpreting and generalizing the findings

of this study. The findings of this study are dependent on the way that data have been col-

lected. First of all, the nature of the study itself, analyzing only data of traffic crashes hap-

pened in Italy, does not permit to generalize the results and the implications to other

countries. Secondly, even though surpassing the speed limit can be determined objectively

once an estimation of pre-crash speed is obtained, the article 141 of the Italian Highway

Code specifies that under certain conditions (e.g., low visibility, nearby schools, or places

that children frequent, narrow streets) vehicles and other road users (e.g., bicycles) are sup-

posed to slow down. In the absence of such speed reduction, road users are thought to go

excessively fast and can be fined according to the aforementioned law. Nonetheless, the

threshold from which a given speed is deemed excessive under one of those given circum-

stances is not determined by the code. This could lead to different interpretations by police

officers and, therefore, it constitutes a limitation of the data collection process. Moreover,

different findings might have been obtained if other types of variables (e.g., speed limits or

alcohol use) had been collected. We note that ISTAT database is currently the most compre-

hensive collection of road crashes in Italy. Regarding some of the specific variables consid-

ered, in particular opponent vehicle’s and cyclist’s maneuver the sub-category “unknown or

other” accounts for a high percentage. This is due to the fact that in those cases it was not

possible to ascertain the pre-crash maneuver with any certainty. Moreover, to our knowl-

edge, no study has assessed the reliability of the Italian official road accidents data. Data are

collected by the authority that dealt with the event, such as Traffic Police, Carabinieri, Pro-

vincial or Municipal Police. Nevertheless, the fact that police officers can be prosecuted if

they make a false statement and that information regarding the details of the accident, its

causes or relevant circumstances can be used in court trials constitutes a proxy for its accu-

racy and reliability. Another limitation regards the results obtained in this study which are

dependent on analyses used. In latent class analysis, the found solution might be a local

maximum likelihood of the latent class model, rather than a global maximum. To ensure

that the global maximum likelihood of the latent class model has been achieved, we esti-

mated each class model ten times and save the one model of the ten that had the greatest

likelihood. Another consideration relates to the selection of the parameters in association

rules. The use of different parameters can lead to different results. In the present article, we

decided to consider the results with higher confidence and to select those that had a mini-

mum support value of 5% as it was done in line with a previous study [60].
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Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed and classified the bicycle crashes that took place in Italy from 2011

to 2013. We employed latent class analysis using categorical indicators related to infrastruc-

ture, road user, vehicle, and environmental/time characteristics to perform the classification of

the bicycle crashes. The 19 classes of bicycle crashes have different causes, degree of severity,

and profiles of road users. The classes distinguished cluster of patterns that involved bicycle

crashes that did take place at intersection, not at intersection, and at roundabout. Within the

classes of bicycle crashes that took place at intersection, we have examined those that tend to

involve a car driver’s violation and a cyclist’s violation. Among the classes of bicycle crashes

that took place in a straight road, patterns entailed hitting a stopped vehicle, bicycle riding in

forbidden direction or on the opposite side of the road, bicycle and opponent vehicle going in

the same direction, and no opponent vehicle. Separate consideration was given to the classes

involving the left turn scenario and bicycle crashes that took place at a roundabout. In addi-

tion, the application of logistic regression and association rules allowed to identify different

conditions for the latent classes that entail a higher risk of fatality. Specifically, the involvement

of male cyclists or cyclists aged 65 years or older, having a truck as an opponent vehicle, and

riding on a rural road entailed a higher risk of fatality. We argue that the design and imple-

ment the most effective countermeasures should be tailored to the specific type of bicycle

crash.
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